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Thief of HeartsBook Three in The Elders and Welders Chronicles The Sahara Desert, 1887: hotbed

of pirates, tomb raiders and general ne'er-do-wells. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not exactly the ideal place for Hex

Bartholomew, dirigible pilot and former child-thief, to go straight. Trouble soon finds her at the mouth

of an ancient tomb and in the company of bloody-minded treasure hunters, angry Bedouins, and a

resurrected Pharaoh... Ã¢â‚¬Â¦But Hex is fairly sure Pharaohs don't speak with snooty British

accents. "Mr. Pharaoh" can remember nothing of who he is or how he managed to find himself in an

Egyptian tomb that has been sealed for thousands of years. All he has is a name, Rowan, and

some truly disturbing and...well, god-like powers. And an annoying tendency to save HexÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

life. The last thing Hex needs is to fall in love with an amnesiac Brit who may or may not be a

reincarnated Egyptian god, especially when it becomes obvious that the truth behind

whoÃ¢â‚¬â€•and whatÃ¢â‚¬â€•Rowan is threatens to tear them apart for all of time. It's just not

worth the risk to her heart. Until it isÃ¢â‚¬Â¦
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This is a great addition to the series, which I would strongly recommend to anyone who likes

Steampunk and who enjoyed the first two books (given the price, it is also excellent value for

money!). It follows the story of Rowan and Hex - characters readers of the series will already be

familiar with. By the end of book 2, the reader has a sense of their history, so this book primarily

fleshes out how they got together and why Rowan has no recollection of it. I don't think it provides

any spoilers to say that the reason for his seeming memory loss is that while Rowan is part of Hex's

past, he has only just met her. Yep, that's right, time travel features centrally in the book and drives

most of the plot. I love a good time travel plot (paradoxes and all) so I liked this aspect of the book a

lot. All in all this was a fun story and I'm keen to read more by this author and set in this world.

I really liked this book, enjoyed the time travel parts. I liked seeing the sensitive Rowan and the

seemingly abrasive Hex. Liked the HEA but bothered that Hex never did say she loved Rowan

when he said it. She pulled a Han Solo which I was disappointed in.The ending was a bit too abrupt

I thought, Inwouldve liked more romance. the last scene with the kids was very touching. When oh

when is the next book in the series????

I enjoyed the tale.Prefered the first book in the series more.But this is great too.Well done.Can't wait

for the next one.

Thief of Hearts, Yes that does happen in this story. Also Vampires, Time Travel and other evil men.

This story encounters many different scenarios.Hopefully you enjoy fantasy and romance because

this is what this bookIs about.

I would have given this five stars, but the time-travel aspects detracted a little bit. She had to do a lot

of work with worldbuilding and other characters, and didn't have quite enough time to spend building

the romance. Some opportunities were lost by glossing over travel sections and then by separating

the hero and heroine for another chunk of the story. But it's a decent installment in the series and

has me very interested to read the duke's story!

Have not read as yet

I have really enjoyed this series and managed to read through all three books in just a matter of

days.



I loved this story between Rowan and Hex. I feel as if I waited forever for this book to come out and

then I waited to read it because I dreaded for this story to come to an end to quickly. Regardless,

this was another fabulous story in the Elders and Welders series! I'd love to see Gabriel get his

story too!
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